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Abstract
Existing security mechanisms for managing the Internet in-
frastructural resources like IP addresses, AS numbers, BGP
advertisements and DNS mappings rely on a Public Key In-
frastructure (PKI) that can be potentially compromised by
state actors and Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs). Ideally
the Internet infrastructure needs a distributed and tamper-
resistant resource management framework which cannot be
subverted by any single entity. A secure, distributed ledger
enables such a mechanism and the blockchain is the best
known example of distributed ledgers.

In this paper, we propose the use of a blockchain based
mechanism to secure the Internet BGP and DNS infrastruc-
ture. While the blockchain has scaling issues to be over-
come, the key advantages of such an approach include the
elimination of any PKI-like root of trust, a verifiable and dis-
tributed transaction history log, multi-signature based autho-
rizations for enhanced security, easy extensibility and script-
able programmability to secure new types of Internet resources
and potential for a built in cryptocurrency. A tamper resis-
tant DNS infrastructure also ensures that it is not possible for
the application level PKI to spoof HTTPS traffic.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet infrastructure is designed to operate amongst

a set of cooperating Autonomous Systems (ASes) and be ad-
ministered via a set of cooperating Internet registries. This
assumption of cooperative entities needs to be re-examined
in today’s world of Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs), state
actors, cyber terrorism and cyber warfare, in which the ASes
and Internet registries themselves might be compromised.
Attacks on the core Internet infrastructure such as the Do-
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main Name System (DNS) and the BGP Internet routing
protocol can bring the entire Internet to a standstill, or cut
countries and continents off from it.

Currently, Internet resources like IP addresses and domain
names are administered at the top level by regional Internet
registries (ARIN, APNIC etc.). Most countries also oper-
ate their own registries via delegation from the regional reg-
istries. This lets them manage IP address allocation to local
ISPs and DNS servers for their country specific DNS do-
mains. Once this administration of IP addresses to individual
ASes is done, the ASes advertise their IP prefixes via BGP
Update messages which are propagated around the Internet.

Each regional and country specific registry, as well as each
AS can potentially be breached, leading to compromised DNS
resolution and BGP routing. There exist mechanisms to se-
cure IP address assignments to ASes via digitally signed trans-
actions using an Internet Resource specific Public Key In-
frastructure called the RPKI [34], as well as PKI methods to
sign DNS records (DNSSEC [5]), but as in any PKI based
scheme, these schemes are vulnerable if the root of trust is
compromised. For the same reason, signed BGP Update
messages based on RPKI signatures as proposed by BG-
PSec [2] do not solve the AS-Path verification problem.

What the Internet infrastructure needs is a distributed, tamper-
resistant, peer to peer (p2p) infrastructural resource man-
agement mechanism outside the control of any single en-
tity. This mechanism should let Internet peers such as ASes
and DNS domain owners verify ownership of Internet infras-
tructural resources such as IP prefixes and domain names
of other Internet peers and verify the Internet transactions
that each peer attempts such as transferring domain owner-
ship or advertising Internet paths to an IP prefix. A secure,
distributed resource transaction ledger enables such a mech-
anism. While many distributed p2p consensus mechanisms
such as Paxos [32] and PBFT [21] have been proposed in
literature, the most popular mechanism for building a se-
cure, distributed transaction ledger amongst untrusted peers
today is the blockchain pioneered by the Bitcoin [35] cryp-
tocurrency. In this paper, we propose a blockchain based
distributed ledger solution to secure infrastructural BGP and
DNS transactions without the need for any PKI.

While the Bitcoin blockchain was designed to record cryp-
tocurrency transactions, in this paper we describe the use of
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a Bitcoin like blockchain for Internet resource transactions.
We call such a blockchain the Internet blockchain. Just as
the Bitcoin blockchain provides a verifiable record of Bit-
coin transactions and thus prevents Bitcoin misuse such as
double spending, the Internet blockchain can record Internet
core transactions like IP address assignments, domain name
assignments and AS-Path advertisements, thus allowing In-
ternet peers to verify core Internet resource usage and assign-
ment authorizations. We discuss the operation of the Inter-
net blockchain in depth in the next section. While popular
in a number of applications, the blockchain does have ma-
jor scaling issues which is the subject of much current active
research and is discussed further in Section 4.

1.1 The Blockchain as a Distributed Transac-
tion Ledger

We assume familiarity with the operation of the Bitcoin
blockchain [35, 19], but we review some basic concepts here.
The blockchain is secured by public key cryptography, with
each peer generating its own public-private key pairs. In
the blockchain p2p system, peers have blockchain addresses,
which are hashes of their self generated public cryptographic
keys. Unlike PKI, a peer does not need to get its address
authenticated by any other entity or CA, thereby eliminat-
ing the possibility of key tempering or spoofing by a third
party. A blockchain transaction involves a resource trans-
fer from one or more inputs to one or more outputs. The
blockchain transaction outputs refer to blockchain addresses
and specify the amount of resources transferred to that out-
put. The blockchain transaction inputs are pointers in the
form of cryptographic hashes to the outputs of previous
blockchain transactions and redeem the resources specified
in those outputs via digital signature based proof of owner-
ship of the blockchain addresses (public keys) specified in
those outputs. We emphasize again that blockchain address
of a peer does not refer to its IP address, but a hash of its
public key. Once a blockchain transaction output is refer-
enced, it can no longer be referenced again, thereby prevent-
ing double spends. Thus a blockchain transaction provides a
secure resource transfer framework to move resources from
one or more blockchain addresses to one or more blockchain
addresses.

Transactions are broadcast to the p2p network. These trans-
actions are verified and periodically aggregated into blocks
by p2p network peers called miners. These mined blocks
are broadcast back to the p2p network, where each peer col-
lects them into a linear chain of blocks called the blockchain.
Transaction verification by miners and peers is simple. Since
each transaction input points to previous transaction outputs,
as long as those previous transactions are present in blocks
incorporated into the blockchain and the corresponding out-
puts have not been already referenced, the current transaction
is considered valid. Since any Bitcoin peer can be a Bitcoin
miner and all transactions can be verified by all peers, a com-
promised miner which puts out fake or double transactions in

Figure 1: Blockchain Transaction moving 5 units of a re-
source from A to B to C

Figure 2: Genesis transaction for IP address allocation

a block will be detected immediately by the peers. As a re-
sult, the Bitcoin network is resistant to compromised peers or
miners, thus enabling decentralized transactions across un-
trusted peers. Figure 1 shows two transactions (the blockchain
is not shown), with the first transferring 5 units of a resource
from A to B and the second transaction showing the resource
being transferred from B to C.

1.2 Blockchain Properties Desirable for Inter-
net Transactions

We are now in a position to understand the appeal of ab-
stracting and extending the blockchain to provide a tamper-
resistant Internet resource transfer mechanism without a cen-
tralized PKI style root of trust. First, all transactions occur
between peers without any mediation. No intermediary or
PKI is needed for verification of resources being transferred
since the verification is based on the transaction history link-
ing the inputs of the current transaction to the outputs of prior
transactions that are recorded in the blockchain. By replac-
ing a PKI based root of trust with a root of trust based in
a globally shared ledger, the blockchain eliminates the po-
tential for root of trust violations by state actors and cyber
criminals. Second, the blockchain provides a distributed and
tamper-resistant log of all transactions, leading to transaction
non-repudiability and the ability to retrace the history of any
transaction.

Third, a transaction can be secured using not just a sin-
gle key, but multiple keys. This is shown in Figure 3 which
shows Transaction 1’s output being assigned to a 2 of 3 multi-
sig blockchain address The multi-sig address specifies not
one, but three different standard blockchain addresses and
also specifies the number of signatures required to redeem it,
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Figure 3: 2 of 3 Multi-sig Transaction

which is two in this case. Thus, Transaction 2 needs to be
signed by two of the three private keys corresponding to the
blockchain addresses. In the general case, N of M multi-sig
addresses are supported. This greatly enhances security if the
private keys are stored separately, since an attacker would
need to discover not just a single private key, but multiple
ones to redeem the transaction. This is in contrast to the mul-
tiple signature algorithms present in DNSSEC, where any
one algorithm can be used. This corresponds to a 1 out of
N multi-sig scheme. Multi-sig transactions also allow for a
peer to survive a key loss, as well as a mechanism for gradual
key rollover.

Fourth, the ability of a transaction to have multiple inputs
and multiple outputs provides a very compact representation
of complex transactions compared to traditional one-to-one
transactions. Fifth, it is possible to associate a cryptographic
currency with the blockchain. This atomically couples re-
source transfer and payment in a single transaction. It also
enables transaction fees, thereby creating a payment incen-
tive for miners and imposing a cost on gratuitous transac-
tions.

2. TAMPER-RESISTANT TRANSACTION
FRAMEWORK

In this section we describe how to derive the Internet
blockchain for securing Internet infrastructure resources, start-
ing from the Bitcoin blockchain. We retain the Bitcoin no-
tion of addresses, peers, miners, transactions, blocks and
blockchains in the Internet blockchain, but the Internet
blockchain is a new data structure that is completely separate
from the Bitcoin blockchain. The Internet transactions do not
deal with Bitcoins, but with Internet infrastructural resources
like IP addresses, AS numbers, DNS names and BGP path
advertisements. While the Bitcoin blockchain is designed
with some added considerations, such as pseudonymity and
Bitcoin creation in mind, for the purposes of the Internet
blockchain, we only use the feature of transactions being
able to reference multiple previous transactions and create
multiple outputs.

The goal of the Internet blockchain is to preserve the con-
sistency of the Internet resources on a day to day basis with-
out mediation, even if one or more of the Internet entities

is compromised. In particular, subversion of top level en-
tities such as Internet registries or the DNS root zone by
state actors should not cause existing IP prefix assignments
or DNS names or BGP advertisements to be either revoked
or spoofed — a critical feature missing from the current PKI
based Internet security frameworks.

2.1 Internet Blockchain System Model
In our model, existing Internet registries, ASes and DNS

domain owners act as peers in the Internet blockchain, each
with its own Internet blockchain address and corresponding
private key. There is an initial genesis bootstrap period in
which the current official Internet resources are transferred
into the Internet blockchain in the form of one of more gen-
esis blocks, with each block consisting of multiple trans-
actions, with each transaction recording the transfer of an
Internet resource from a registry to Internet entities. Once
the genesis blocks are created, all Internet resources are pub-
lished to the Internet blockchain and this provides an initial
consistent state of the Internet resource allocation. At this
point, each entity is free to publish new Internet transactions
to the p2p network, and each entity is free to mine Inter-
net transactions into blocks in the Internet blockchain. The
Internet registries will continue to function and make new
resources available on the blockchain, but will lose the abil-
ity to revoke or spoof previously assigned resources at will.
Both the genesis transactions, as well as subsequent ones,
can be multi-sig, e.g., requiring multiple Internet registries
to sign a transaction (to prevent unilateral assignment), or
allowing an AS to use one of multiple signatures.

2.2 Incremental Deployment Scenario
It can be argued that the Internet blockchain is too big

and too disruptive for global deployment. We therefore out-
line an incremental deployment scenario where its benefits
can be realized on a smaller scale to begin with. An Inter-
net blockchain can expand in scope along two dimensions.
First, there is the resource scope where more and more re-
source types are secured. Here, the blockchain can first start
with RPKI functionality, such as recording IP address owner-
ship and Route Origin Authorizations (ROAs [33]), proceed
to BGPSec like BGP advertisement transactions, and finally
provide DNSSEC like DNS transactions. Second, there is
a geographical scope where more and more enterprises and
ASes join the blockchain. Here, the blockchain can begin as
an intra-enterprise or intra-cloud distributed ledger of BGP
transactions. This is useful in scenarios such as BGP based
SDN controller peering [10] where BGP is used to provide
reachability information across network controller instances.
From intranets, it can expand to extranets where the federat-
ing controllers are from different organizations, e.g., at an
Internet Exchange(IX) or SDX [29]. It can then expand to
cover multiple cooperating IXes and finally expand to cover
the entire Internet. We describe below the resource scope
based deployment scenario.
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Figure 4: Route Origin Authorization (ROA) Transac-
tion from a multi-homed site

2.3 New Transaction Types
The genesis blocks enable all Internet entities to accurately

map Internet resource ownership. The infrastructural resources
we consider are IP addresses and prefixes, AS names, Route
Origin Authorizations (ROAs [33]) and DNS domains. The
genesis blocks allow us to verify if a particular entity owns
an IP address prefix, if a particular entity owns a given AS
number, if a particular AS is allowed to advertise a particular
prefix in BGP (Route Origin Authorization) and if a partic-
ular entity is allowed to delegate a particular DNS domain.
Since the Internet transactions specify the resource type, it is
possible for peers on the Internet blockchain to verify their
validity and to prevent double spend like transactions. For
example, if the IP address prefix 25.0.0.0/8 has been previ-
ously assigned to address A by a registry with address B, an
attempt to create a new transaction to assign this prefix to
address C will fail by anyone other than address A. Figure 2
shows a genesis transaction for IP address allocation, and
Figure 4 shows an ROA from a multi-homed site authorizing
AS1 and AS2 to advertise its IP prefixes. This provides an
example of a compact multi-output transaction. Each trans-
action also has a transfer tag, indicating whether the resource
can be transferred to another entity. For example, a registry
might reset the transfer tag for IP prefixes assigned to ISPs,
preventing the ISPs from transferring the prefixes to others.
Most Internet infrastructural resources are leased, not owned.
A resource lease is modeled by adding a lease duration field
in resource transfer transactions and with a second reverse
transaction that transfers the resource back to the original
owner but is dated at the lease expiry, so it will come into
effect only at that time.

2.4 Recording BGP Advertisements
We now focus on the issue of recording external BGP (eBGP)

transactions in the Internet blockchain to provide BGPSec-
like functionality. With the previous extensions, we have
seen how the Internet transactions can verify RPKI-style In-
ternet resource usage authorization. For example, if an AS
X advertises that it is directly connected to IP prefix Y, then
the Internet blockchain can tell us the true owner of Y and
whether the owner of Y had authorized AS X to advertise
this prefix. This is very useful to prevent IP hijacking and
false BGP advertisement at the origin. However, this does
not solve the case of false BGP advertisements further down-

Figure 5: BGP Advertisement Transactions

stream. In this case, a BGP speaker might be 5 AS hops away
from an IP prefix, but might advertise a 2-hop AS-path to the
prefix.

To solve this type of false downstream BGP advertisement,
we need to record all BGP advertisements by all BGP speak-
ers in the Internet blockchain in a new type of transaction
called the BGP advertisement transaction. Each time a BGP
speaker advertises an AS-Path to an IP prefix in a BGP Up-
date message, it also creates a corresponding BGP advertise-
ment transaction and publishes it to the Internet blockchain
p2p network. Each advertisement blockchain references its
previous upstream AS in its inputs from whom it originally
received the BGP update, and all its downstream ASes in its
outputs to which it is sending an Update message referencing
this AS-path. There is also a corresponding BGP withdraw
transaction to withdraw a previously advertised AS-path if
necessary.

For example, assume AS1 initially advertises IP Prefix IP1
to AS2 and AS3. In that case, AS1 will create a BGP ad-
vertisement transaction listing the ROA transaction for IP
prefix IP1 as its input and AS2 and AS3 as its outputs as
shown in Figure 5. Other entities can thereby verify from
the blockchain that AS1 is allowed to advertise prefix IP1,
and that AS2 and AS3 have received this advertisement from
AS1. Subsequently, if AS2 advertises this path to AS4, it
will create an advertisement transaction listing the transac-
tion received from AS1 as the input and AS4 as the output.
However, if AS4 were to advertise this path in BGP as AS4-
AS1-IP Prefix IP1, then its BGP peers can easily verify that
AS4 is not capable of sending packets to IP prefix IP1 via
AS1, since the advertisement transaction by AS1 only lists
AS2 and AS3 as recipients of the prefix IP1, not AS4.

Recording BGP advertisements on the blockchain raises
dependency issues not present in RPKI and BGPSec. We
have a circular dependency between BGP routing and the In-
ternet blockchain, with each dependent on the other. To en-
sure a shared fate for both the advertisement transactions and
the BGP Update messages, each AS exchanges BGP adver-
tisements in the form of blockchain transactions rather than
Update messages. This is shown in Figure 6 which shows a
BGP to blockchain converter module in front of each BGP
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Figure 6: Integrating BGP Updates with BGP Advertise-
ment Transactions

Figure 7: Transaction chain for DNS delegation

speaker. The blockchain converter module takes outgoing
BGP Updates and converts them into advertisement transac-
tions which are broadcast on the blockchain p2p network as
well as sent to the next AS, where the corresponding module
converts them back into BGP Updates for the BGP speaker
to process. Thus, no changes to the BGP protocol or im-
plementation are required. Note that there is no information
loss as both provide the same semantic information. This ar-
rangement ensures that the BGP Updates and the blockchain
advertisements are always in sync, which is not possible if
both are exchanged in parallel. Note that blocks are pub-
lished only periodically to the blockchain, while BGP needs
to act immediately on incoming transactions. Hence for fast
convergence, each BGP speaker needs to speculatively ac-
cept incoming transactions before they are published to the
blockchain.

2.5 Recording DNS Transactions
In this section, we describe how DNS requests, such as the

DNS name to IP address mapping can be validated using new
Internet blockchain transactions, thereby providing the secu-
rity equivalency of DNSSEC [5]. DNSSEC associates each
DNS domain with a public key called the DNSKEY and en-
ables tamper-resistant DNS queries by requiring the domain
name servers to use the DNSKEY to sign responses to DNS
requests. Similar to RPKI and BGPSec, we aim to provide
Internet blockchain equivalent transactions for DNSSEC. The
transaction we introduce is the DNS domain delegation trans-
action, which transfers a sub domain from one entity to an-

other as shown in Figure 7. Note that the DNS domain del-
egation transaction is distinct from the transactions on the
Namecoin [9] blockchain, which provides a DNS-like name
to address mapping. Unlike Namecoin, which provides the
equivalent of DNS A records in a private .bit namespace, the
Internet blockchain provides proof of ownership of public
DNS domains in the DNS hierarchy. As the domain delega-
tion transaction that created a specific domain also provides
the domain’s blockchain address as its output, the domain’s
blockchain address can serve as the DNSKEY for the do-
main. Since all DNS domains originate from the DNS root
domain, we can therefore trace a domain’s validity in the
blockchain via the domain delegation transactions to the root
domain creation transaction in the genesis block.

A major advantage of using the blockchain address of a
domain to validate its domain records is that we can elim-
inate the domain and name validation provided by appli-
cation level PKI and Certificate Authorities (CAs), similar
to the DNSSEC based authentication scheme proposed by
DANE [8]. Crucially, it is no longer possible for a CA to
spoof a domain as the spoofed domain keys will not match
the keys recorded in the DNS delegation blockchain trans-
action This secures application level HTTPS and other PKI
secured traffic from tampering (though not certificate revoca-
tion). While all domains on the Internet blockchain are pub-
licly visible, private domains, e.g., the internal subdomains
of an enterprise, do not need to be put in the blockchain as
they are not publicly accessible.

3. EXTENSIONS
Our initial goal has been to replicate the functionality pro-

vided by RPKI, BGPSec and DNSSEC. It can be argued that
a disruption to the Internet architecture such as the Internet
blockchain, should provide much greater functionality than
simply replacing existing security frameworks. For exam-
ple, we could couple BGP advertisement transactions with
fine grained per-flow routing directives. The main reason we
do not do so is to preserve the existing stability and conver-
gence properties of the Internet, which is based on existing
protocols and frameworks. For example, both the blockchain
and BGP have the ability to recover from network partitions,
so by using a relatively unmodifed blockchain with BGP-like
transactions, we can retain similar recovery and convergence
properties.

We note that the Internet blockchain transactions can al-
ways be extended to provide more functionality. For exam-
ple, transaction output validation in the Bitcoin blockchain
is provided by a rudimentary scripting language. This has
been enhanced to become a full fledged programming lan-
guages in other blockchains like Ethereum [14]. Hence it is
possible to enhance the Internet blockchain to provide fully
scriptable transactions which trigger only when some speci-
fied events occur, e.g., a BGP route which is advertised only
when a particular path exceeds a specified capacity.

We can also potentially couple a cryptocurrency with the
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Internet blockchain. Adding a currency to a blockchain is
straightforward and is in fact the primary motivation of the
Bitcoin blockchain. An associated cryptocurrency makes
transaction payments both convenient and atomic. It also
incentivizes the Internet blockchain and its mining, since the
payments can also cover the transaction fees and ensure that
peers that generate large transactions pay larger fees.

4. SCALABILITY AND RELATED WORK

Blockchain Implementation Issues
The primary implementation issue with a blockchain is its
scalability. Is it possible to create an Internet wide blockchain
with the bandwidth necessary to support huge numbers of
transactions? The transaction rate supported by a blockchain
is fundamentally limited by the periodicity with which blocks
are added and the limit on the size of each block, making it
more suitable for reads than writes. For example, the Bitcoin
blockchain adds a block every 10 minutes with a maximum
blocksize of 1 MB, thereby limiting the bitcoin transaction
rate to between 3 and 7 per second, based on the size of in-
dividual transactions on the blockchain [1, 4]. On the other
hand, a typical 1 week period on the Internet [13] shows a
BGP peer receiving a peak of around 9000 prefix changes/s
superimposed on the daily BGP churn [24]. This means
that to be viable the Internet blockchain needs to have more
than 4 orders of magnitude higher transactional throughput
just for BGP advertisement transactions alone. Numerous
research proposals seek to address the blockchain scaling
problem. Bitcoin-NG [25] is a proposal to use leader elec-
tion to select the miner of the next block, rather than the
current block, ensuring that current transactions are continu-
ously processed. We can also speed up the consistency of the
blockchain as described in [23, 22] to reduce the impact of
speculative acceptance of BGP advertisements. Sidechains [17]
and Payment Channels [11] are hierarchical solutions that
move transactions off the parent blockchain. For example,
the DNS and BGP transactions could reside on separate
blockchains off a parent RPKI blockchain. The Hashgraph [6]
is a new scalable, byzantine fault tolerant, distributed con-
sensus protocol that eliminates the need for proof-of-work
for mining by linking all the blocks into a new interlinked
data structure called the hashgraph.

Beyond scalability, another blockchain issue is potential
denial-of-service attacks caused by large mining pools as
seen in Bitcoin [3]. The Internet blockchain is designed to
be run by a large number of high capacity, geographically
distributed peers which are organizations rather than indi-
viduals, thus making it much harder for miners to collude.

Blockchains and the Internet
The Hyperledger Project [15] seeks to create a standard
blockchain for global business transactions. Blockstack [18],
similar to Namecoin, is an example of a naming and identity
solution, but instead of using a blockchain to provide nam-

ing for the Internet, it provides a name to blockchain address
mapping for the Bitcoin blockchain. The Internet of Things
(IoT) has sparked interest in using blockchain based tech-
nologies to automate the interconnections and servicing of
IoT devices [7].

BGP Verification, Privacy, Extensibility and Security
NetReview [30] creates a secure log of BGP traces which can
then be used to analyze BGP faults. The procedure for cre-
ating a secure log very nearly mimics the blockchain. NetRe-
view focuses on posteriori fault detection, but with a blockchain
based BGP transaction log, it is possible to do live fault
avoidance.

In the current Internet, by default a BGP advertisement
is only visible to downstream ASes unless an AS along the
path chooses to explicitly share it, e.g. via a public database
like Route Views [16]. However, the Internet blockchain in-
verts this default privacy by allowing all entities to view BGP
transactions. It is possible to encapsulate the entire set of
input transactions into a single mega transaction which can
then be encrypted. Such a scheme, while workable, would
impose severe costs in terms of block storage and transac-
tion size and would be opaque to miners. This blowup in ei-
ther transaction size or transaction computation [28] appears
inevitable for privacy protection schemes.

An example of providing functionality beyond traditional
BGP is described in [27], which describes a policy language
for authorizing per-flow forwarding at an SDX. This is or-
thogonal to the Internet blockchain since the Internet blockchain
provides a public log of each peer which can then be used by
higher level logic systems to detect policy violations. There
exists a considerable body of work delving into BGP inse-
curities and the efficacy of RPKI and BGPSec, e.g., [31, 26,
12, 20]. The primary consensus is that native BGP is inse-
cure, but RPKI and BGPSec have the potential for misuse by
state actors and lack an incentivizing mechanism for global
deployment.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described the Internet blockchain

which creates a tamper-resistant framework for Internet in-
frastructural resource transactions by eliminating any PKI
dependency or a root of trust. While the Internet blockchain
is primarily driven by the need to counteract malicious state
actors, it provides a host of other advantages, such as a built
in transaction log for analyzing failures, multi-signature based
authorizations for enhanced security, easy extensibility and
the potential for a built in cryptocurrency as an incentivizing
mechanism.

Clearly, blockchain scalability is an impediment to the adop-
tion of the blockchain. However, blockchain scalability is an
area of intense, active research and it is likely that the scal-
ability issues will be addressed, thus enabling a blockchain
based tamper-resistant Internet.
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